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The 1997 Ephemeris
1996 comes to a close and the new year is around the
corner. 1996 was a difficult time for many, however strong
and powerful. 1997 should prove to continue the trend with
Pluto remaining one more year in gate 34, the Power of the
Great, Uranus in gate 41, Decrease, and Neptune in gate
60, Limitation.
It is helpful to remember to use the ephemeris and to look
at the planetary influences, especially when life seems to be
more difficult than usual. It lightens the seriousness when you
see that it is the Moon or another transit that brings out a
quality in your life. Remembering No Choice is a good way of
taking it easy on yourself.
For various reasons we discontinue the sophisticated
annual Rave Ephemeris with the pictures of the Body Graph
that many friends of Human Design have come to appreciate
in the last two years. The newly developed 1997 Pocket
Ephemeris is a full fledged, but compact ephemeris you can
take with you. It contains tables of the planetary positions in
24 hour intervals throughout the year. The Moon is listed with
the exact times of its gate changes in Mountain time, which
makes it far easier to read for anybody living in America.
Besides some handy references, it has a blank Body Graph to
fill in with your own design so you can
look up your daily activations without
pulling out the big chart.
If you need greater accuracy for the
planets, we recommend the Human
Design Ephemeris for the 20th
Century, which has the positions
checked every twelve hours. When you
are familiar with the tables in the
previous Rave Ephemeris, you'll find it
very easy to use. Volume V, containing
the years 1981–2000, has been
published so far. Besides covering the
data for 1997, this volume is very
helpful for research into the past or
the future. Each year is separated
from the next by an annual wheel
depicting the transits of the outer
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planets. There's also an index
showing the 20 years of wheels in
overview. This graphic image is great
to study, as it shows the collective
influences both in the past and in our
now immediate future. For analysts
this is an excellent reference book.
You can find the Uranus oppositions
for people born between 1940 and
1960 approximately.
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13. The Power of the Great II

T

he Sacral center is the center of vitality. Vitality is often
confused with energy. The Human Design System helps
to distinguish between the two terms: Energy comes from
the Root center; vitality is power from the Sacral, a generator,
as Ra terms it. It can re-generate within its own limits through
rest, relaxation and sleep, but only if allowed to. Otherwise it
will de-generate in the long run and produce degenerative
illnesses.

available soon!

Two thirds of the workings of the Sacral center evade our
potential awareness: the three tantric channels and the three
energy formats. Vitality forms by itself and we are only able to
observe its results.
Gate 34 is the Power of the Great, the pure egoism of
vitality. Here everything focuses and collects to manifest:
channel 34-20 is the Sacral's only direct connection to the
Throat and, again, it is possible without participation of an
awareness. Life doesn't ask, it happens.
Vitality needs and has its own rhythm (5) emerging from its
concentration (9), its own direction (14) emerging from its
(dis-)order (3), its own meaningful theme (29) emerging from
its maturation (42). In addition, vitality cares for the interior in
the 27, opens to the exterior in the 59, and has the potential
to manifest all of that with concentrated power (34) in the
here and now.
Pluto's activation of gate 34 helps to manifest aspects one
might have activated in the Sacral center, with great power.

The 9 gates of the Sacral center in the wheel

Everybody has an opportunity to learn something about their
vitality: it is fully developed only if all the vitality-themes in a
design can be expressed.
If vitality cannot unfold and manifest in its unique setup,
the power will still be there and turn toward itself. Thus
aggression turns into self-hate, vitality into depression. The
suppression of vitality results in suppression of vital functions
with all the consequences. Pluto works with great power to
expose and manifest vitality. But remember the keynote of the
gate: Power is only great if it serves the common good. And
Pluto is a collective planet.

Coming
soon!
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1997 TRAINING SCHEDULE
SPRING
Classes prepaid by April 20
receive $50 discount.

FALL
Classes prepaid by September 1
receive $50 discount.

May 10–15

Advanced training with Zeno > The analyst training course

$745

May 17–18

Reading charts with Ra > The fundamentals of chart reading

$350

May 19–20

Teachers training Prep with Zeno > Pre-requisite class and exam

$350

May 22–27

Teachers training with Ra > Ends with Teachers certification

$2,000

Sep 20–25

Advanced training with Zeno > The analyst training course

$745

Sep 27–28

Reading charts with Ra > The fundamentals of chart reading

$350

Sep 29–30

Sex Part I with Ra > The first of two courses

$350

Oct 2–4

Partnership with Ra > Relationships Analysis

$450

Oct 5–6

Global Cycles with Ra > The larger framework of conditioning

$350

Oct 8–12

The Nine Centers with Ra > This year's intensive – 5 days

$750

The Human Design School offers a variety of trainings for
those who want to learn the Human Design System. The Basic
training is the key to becoming a student of Human Design. It
presents the foundation of the knowledge, the basic language
and mechanics. So fundamental is the knowledge, that it is a
prerequisite for attendance in any other training of the Human
Design School.
The Advanced training provides the knowledge necessary
to do Human Design analysis. Its completion is a prerequisite to
become a professional Human Design analyst.
At this time, Zeno is the only teacher available in America for
both the Basic and Advanced trainings. After teaching the Basic
training for two years “on the road,” she is now offering the
Basic correspondence course,
using tapes, study materials,
answer sheets. The response to
the initial announcement shows
great demand for this kind of
service. Zeno will also offer two
Advanced trainings in 1997,
coinciding with Ra's two visits to
Taos.

Correspondence

BASIC TRAINING
Start anytime • take as long as you want • 10 lessons • $320
If there's sufficient demand, Zeno will also travel to teach.

All courses require Basic training. Teachers training prep
and exam open to licensed analysts.
Take advantage: discounts for taking more than one class
in either spring or fall greatly reduces price per class:
2 trainings
3 trainings
4 trainings
5 or more

5%
10%
15%
20%

It is very exciting to announce
that during his annual stay in
the fall, Ra will teach a whole
variety of courses in a row,
each of them exploring depths
of a specific theme that were
previously unavailable. The Fall
School will be over a period
of three weeks which is sure
to attract a lot of traffic from
friends of Human Design to
Taos, New Mexico. All these classes are open to anyone who has
participated in a Basic training.
In addition to the fall, Ra will be in Taos in spring for the first
US Teachers training program. Licensed analysts are invited to
participate in a two day Teachers training prep that includes an
entrance exam to determine eligibility to attend the course to
become a Human Design teacher. Future teachers will work
within the framework of New Sun Services America and the
Human Design School, offering Basic trainings, workshops,
study groups and also introduce the Human Design System
publicly. We are looking forward to having more teachers of the
Human Design System in the US. This is going to be an exciting
year for students of Human Design.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Analysis Reading with licensed analyst (incl. chart & recording)

$120 min

Chart (individual, composite, transit)
Introduction lecture tape - Ra Uru Hu
The Human Design System - Ra Uru Hu
From The Book Of Letters - Ra Uru Hu
Famous Raves Vol.I
Famous Raves Vol.II
The Rave Body Graph Atlas
Gate/Line reference card
The Human Design Ephemeris for the 20th Century Vol.V
1997 Pocket Ephemeris
Neutrinos Through Windows Light HDS software

$15
$10
$40
$95
$30
$30
$25
$7
$60
$18

(restricted to Basic training participants)

$300

Prices effective as of December 21, 1996
Subject to change without notice
Shipping & handling: orders up to $35
orders from $35–$150

$3.50
10%

New Mexico residents add 6.4% tax

To order, call, fax or write.
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